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Meet Leo.
Brightest kid on the block.

Pallas’s ancestors have been around for millions of years. 
You won’t see many Pallas cats around today, unless you 
happen to be visiting the icy, cold wastes of Arctic 
Siberia (at the top of Russia). 

Then there’s Pallas.
Leo’s ‘pet’.

Bright as in IQ off the 
scale, inventive as in 
Leonardo da Vinci 
inventive, and way, 
way ahead of his time …

Block as in 
Stone Age block. 
Stone Age as in 
30,000 years ago.

So that’s Leo!

meet Leo

As for this lot …
Well, they go where Leo goes. Mostly!
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Leo investigates future communications

page 4 tablets and talking
  Get it in writing * How writing began ... and developed * Put your pens down!   

page 6 what did you say?
  One language to another * Sending messages by drum 
  * Neural Machine Translation (NMT)
page 8  help me out!
  Across the distance * brain assistant
page 10 across the world
  Reaching difficult areas * Fibre optics
page 12 hidden devices
  Wireless information * Hiding signal towers * Hidden power

page 14 is that really a phone? 
  So much more * Flexible phone * Tattoo phone * A phone of many parts 
  * Morph phone * Transparent phone * Health checker * Safety car 
  * Take it easy
page 16 little spies
  Smaller and faster * Moore’s Law * New uses for computers

page 18 where did the screen go?
  screen Contact lenses * Pick and mix * Wherever and whatever you like

page 20 computer-share 
  Internet of Things (IoT) * Distributed Computing * Doctor Watson

page 22 in the clouds
  Storage in the cloud * Sharing our data * Cloud Computing
page 24 thoughts and feelings
  A head full of electricity * Sending emotions * Sending thought pictures
page 26 part-human, part-machine
  Futuristic reality * What is a transhuman? * Singularity * What is a cyborg?

page 28 across the stars
  The stars are so far away * Robots go first * Spacecraft explorers
page 30 glossary and index
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Tablets and talking

‘I want everyone to concentrate,’ says Leo. 
‘Things are about to change around here.’

Leo is always full of ideas, and he writes 
these out clearly on the slate for everyone 
to see. He explains everything very 
carefully, very slowly, because he’s not sure 
just how much they understand.

But from now on, he tells them, things will be 
different. There will be no more slate. And there 
will be no more writing things down in books. 

From now on, all the ideas will be downloaded 
onto the robot computer, Robo-wiz. 

‘We are in a computer age,’ says Leo, ‘an age 
of computer technology using tablets and 
touchpads and smartphones.’

Everyone listens carefully …
although they mostly don’t know 
what Leo is talking about.


